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When in a cemetery 
tread lightly, speak 
softly,  and  take all 

you came with 
 and some memories 

           Cemeteries:  What comes to mind? 
What do you think about when the word cemetery pops into your  

mind…headstones, funerals, death, silence……… Or do you see a  

learning experience, a field trip, a walk in a park, a sense of curiosity, 

 a source of history or genealogy? ………..  Or would this sign discourage you? 

The stories in this issue of Saamis Seeker reveal many adventures that have been 

found in the world of cemeteries.  Not those of ghosts and ghouls but of real people 

who are someone’s ancestor.  This  spring and summer pack up your camera and 

explore both near and far, both old and new, your family headstones or those of 

others………….  Take pictures and record findings in a notebook…Remember…..You 

may never return to this place so be thorough.     

My husband and I have visited cemeteries in many places and often wish we had 

collected more data while we toured:  the very large to very small, a cemetery wall in 

Watford, Ontario, the City of the Dead in New Orleans, very old to almost new, the 

park models, in Edmonton, to the peaceful prairie grass, those of family or ancestors, 

to those with great history to share, cold cloudy rainy days to the extreme heat of 

Plum Creek Cemetery, South Dakota. All were great adventures and worth the effort. 

We took pictures, transcribed the wording of the headstones (in case the picture is 

lost), pictures of the cemetery gates.  When home I planned to enter all the ”stuff” 

into a binder and add a map and information about each cemetery………. But other 

things got I in the way and I didn’t finish all of them……yet..  (page 11 is a sample of a 

page from  “My Cemeteries”) 

Don’t save things to do later…..  digitally gather data, decide on the format, design the 

page and what content you want  before you leave.…  enter it  as soon as you can 

while you’re travelling.. Artistic enhancements can come later or not at all…… 

The “Dead End” was at one end of a cemetery road . The road had been closed. We 

drove around to the other side where the gate was open only to read a sign saying “ 

No Exit”.  More about “exploring a cemetery ” on pages 12 -14 of this issue.   
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                   President’s Chatter…… By Melvin Bender                “Changing Directions” 
                           Starting a new year, it’s a great time to change/update one’s priorities/research methods.  
       In the past year, I’ve achieved some research goals and dabbled with different research methods. 
Communicating with distant relatives has made me realize that there are other addicts who have the answers 
or questions.  
Using DNA test tools to determine relationships; now that’s intriguing & rewarding. I could have used that tool 
in the old days. Finding/contacting relatives would have been a breeze. Paying a researcher/translator has 
yielded senseless USSR MVD Arrest Records. 
Our AGS Branch and internet websites have one goal in common; helping people with their genealogical 
research. Available resources need to match the needs of present & future researchers. Outdated/unused 
resources should be discarded. Hatters and their relatives are scattered all over the globe so we need district 
resources to satisfy their needs. Local researchers also need international research guidance from members. 
Along with relevant resources, we need to promote good research methods. Knowledge of history and 
geography is also important. Too often, family trees have correct village names but the wrong countries. Which 
Kassel is it? Are we recording family stories or just names & dates? Family researchers need to verify names 
and dates. 
A new year --- a time to try something new and view genealogy from a future perspective.  
      

Membership and Communication Report:  
Teresa Parasynchuk , Chair 

2018 was another good year for MHDGS memberships 
with a total of 64 memberships, 2  less than 2017. Out of 
town members usually join if their family had ties to 
Medicine Hat. We keep the out of town members 
informed by sending them the Saamis Seeker as well as 
articles on the history of Medicine Hat that I send out.  
Time lines are important, and these historical articles 
should help with that. 
 Doreen  Schank hosts  SIG afternoons so members can 
come search the library, ask questions and do their own 
genealogy.  The Germans from Russia SIG and the 
Library SIG, also host time to help members with their 
research. These SIG’s are a great help to new and old 
members. I have often said that if one becomes involved 
with the group, it helps everyone’s research.  I am 
pleased that many of our newer members did that this 
year. 
We are very fortunate to have members that have been 
with us for 40 years.  Margery Ensminger and Grace 
Roth have been members since the MHGS was formed. 
They both are a wealth of information.  All one has to do 
is ask. 
As for communication, I was asked how many emails I 
send out every year.  I know that I send out an average 
of one per week and sometime 3 or 4. Monthly reports 
and information keeping members up to date with the 
Medicine Hat and Alberta Genealogical Societies are the 
main emails. 
 
 
 
Thanks/ Bouquets/ Did you know who is doing what? 

Treasurer’s  Report:   Deb Wickham, Treasurer 
The Treasurer is an officer of the executive and manages the 
bookkeeping services for the society.  Other duties include: 

 presenting and maintaining an annual budget 

 providing monthly financial and treasurer reports for the 

board meetings 

 Is a signing authority, approving all cheques and 

payments 

 Maintains bank account and make deposits when 

necessary 

 Responsible for all fundraising including monthly 50/50, 

managing the license and audit reporting 

 Responsible for the joint casino with Brooks AGS which 

includes preparation of license, recruiting and assigning 

volunteers for the event and all audit preparations 

 Sits on Grant Committee 

 Is a liaison to the bookkeeper for our provincial branch 

and provides all necessary reporting. 
 

Medicine Hat & District Genealogical Society will end up 
with a small deficient in our Profit and Loss ending 
December 31st, 2018, but it will be minor. The decision to 
host an Anniversary Conference and having to buy a new 
high speed laptop for the telephone book project stressed 
our annual budget but not to the point of any huge 
setbacks.  We hosted a casino and a Grey Cup Ticket raffle 
to help make up for a majority of the loss. 

 
 
 
 
Projects to come or on the go……. 
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T  O  U  R   A  R  O  U  N  D   O  U  R   L  I  B  R  A  R  Y 
By Faye Knoblick 

 

                      Following are articles of interest taken from the various newsletters/journals received at our 
branch library.  Be sure to check out some of these interesting bits of information… 
 

‘Cariboo Notes’ – Quesnel BC – Summer/Fall 2018   Quesnel Area Land Records 5 – list of names and land locations 
 

‘B & D Heir Lines’ – Brooks Branch AGS – Fall 2018  Carol’s Memory Book – ideas on how to start your own memory book 

                           Using the Newspapers – what can you find in old newspapers? 
 

‘Yesterday’s Footprints’ – Lethbridge Branch AGS – Nov 2018 Scotland Names – databases, surnames, occupations etc. 
             Oral History Interviewing – suggestions on how to proceed 
            Canadian Church Archive Websites – information and websites 
 

‘Generations’ – Manitoba Genealogical Society – Sept 2018 Old Documents Available Online for Family Historians 
                                    – info on Protestation returns 
 

‘Families’ – Ontario Genealogical Society – Nov 2018 Letters From 100 Years Ago:  Soldiers of WWI – seven letters  
                    The Gowie Family History – story of John William Gowie Sr (parents Alexander and Margaret Gowie) 
 

‘BRANTches’ – Brant County OGS – Dec 2018 Researching Native Ancestry –  about the Ohsweken Genealogy Society 
     Researching My Indigenous Ancestors – info on how to search for your ancestors 
 

‘BGOGS’ – Bruce & Grey Branch 0GS – Nov 2018    Soldiers of the First World War – ten obituary short stories 
    The Spanish Flu in Grey & Bruce Counties – Fall 1918 to Spring 1919, list of names 
 

‘Lambton Lifeline’ – Lambton County OGS – Dec 2018   Searching for McGregors – family of John McGregor and Donald  
                               and Ann McKellar 
 

‘London Leaf’ – London & Middlesex County OGS – Nov 2018  Alumni of South Collegiate Who Served In WWII  
        – list of 825 former South students  enlisted in WWII 
 

‘The Nova Scotia Genealogist’ – Nova Scotia Genealogical Society – Summer 2018 
          Legend of Beatrice Hall – family of Helen Strachan Eaton & George Hall, Scotland 
          In Memoriam – story of the gravestone work of Heather Lawson (stone cutter/carver) 
          Unmarked Graves-Halifax County, NS – ten pages of names and DOD 
          Ship ‘Hector’ Passenger Descendants Project – was your ancestor on the Ship Hector that arrived in Pictou in 1773? 
 

Recently added to the library are the following books, all donated by our members… 
 

1. Because They Were, We Are…The Story of Geoffrey and Lola Yonge and Their Families  

2. A Century of Power…The First 100 Years of the City of Medicine Hat Electric Utility (Power Plant)    

(copyright 2018) 

3. Lord Beaverbrook High School Yearbooks, Calgary AB – 1969 and 1971-1972 

4. Guild of One Name Studies…’Seven Pillars of Wisdom’        

5. Landscapes of Memories-A Guide for Conserving Historic Cemeteries…Repairing Tombstones 

6. Footprints of Time-Viscount & District  1905-1985 (SK)    (area history) 

7. Through the Fields of Time-Plunkett & District SK – Part I and Part II    (area history) 

8. Eyewitness-Grosse Isle, Quebec  1847 

9. First Street-South Municipal Historic Area re Medicine Hat AB…Walking Tour Booklet    (copyright 

2018) 

Sign for a genealogist’s home office: 
Family research zone…..Disturb at your peril! 
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                                            The Irish Wake Masks?   By Jon Bowie 
 

There are many different ways cultures of the world deal with death. 
For some it is a celebration of life, for some a time of mourning, for 
others a time of reflection on those who have come before and those 
yet to come. One of the more well-known rituals practiced is the wake. 
I wanted to find out some more information about wakes when I found 
an interesting photograph taken in 1888 by B.W. Killburn. Upon closer 
inspection, I discovered that three of the main figures in the picture are 
wearing what appear to be papier mâché masks, and a character in the 
background appears to be wearing one as well. I started researching 
wakes at that point to see why these people might be wearing them. 
Unfortunately, that question remains unanswered as I couldn’t find any 
reference to a specific ritual pertaining to masks. My best guess is to protect the identity of the mourners. 
In this case the photograph was taken to be used on a stereo card which was to be sold to the public.  
The Irish are well known for their wakes, and a popular theory why wakes are held deals with something 
else the Irish are well known for, drinking. Stout used to be drunk from pewter mugs, which, if done 

enough, can lead to lead poisoning. Modern pewter is lead free, so rest easy if you’re drinking out of one 
now, but that wasn’t always the case. One of the symptoms of lead poisoning can be unconsciousness, so 

the mourners would wait to see if the corpse was actually dead, or simply in a catatonic state. While a 
“romantic” idea, the origins of the wake probably started with the Celts who would wait for the spirit to 
leave and would stand watch so evil spirits wouldn’t harm or remove the body. 
The length of a wake varied, and would last from the time of death until the funeral service could be held. 
The body was often laid out in their home, or the home of a close relative, traditionally in the parlour or the 
bedroom. The body was washed and dressed in white linen. Candles were lit and placed around the 
deceased.  Traditionally clay pipes and tobacco were left in the room and all male visitors were expected to 
take at least one puff to keep evil spirits at bay.  
Clocks were stopped to mark the time of death. It is believed this was also done so mourners could stay and 
mourn as long as they thought necessary without worrying how long they had been there.   
Mirrors were turned or covered, this way mourners could grieve without worrying how they looked doing 
it. Let’s be honest, no one looks great blubbering. It was believed that a soul could get trapped in a mirror 
as well, and yet another superstition claimed that if a person were to see themselves in a mirror, they 
would be the next to die.  
After the body was laid out and prepared a “keening” could take place. Customarily, crying wasn’t “allowed” 

until after the body was prepared, in case it attracted evil spirits. Once complete the keening began, female 
family members would wail and cry over the deceased and often poetry was recited. Keening would begin 
anew each time a new visitor arrived at the wake. Keening has faded from Irish funerals. 
Food and drink were a large part of the wake, with a full meal often being served to anyone in attendance. 
Though there were tears, there were often times of merriment as well, and games were sometimes played. 
It may seem disrespectful to us to have done so, but it was a way to help lighten the mood, as well as a way 
to help pass the time, as someone was expected to sit with the body around the clock until the body was 
taken to the local church for burial.  
A coffin was brought in and often sat upon two chairs. Mourners would then kiss the deceased before the 
lid was lowered. The deceased was then transported by family and close friends, often by hand before more 
common modes of transport were widely in use. 
While wakes aren’t as common as they once were, they still take place. A more common practice now is a 
viewing at a funeral home followed by a visitation at the family home. Food, drink, and remembrances, 
both happy and sad still take place; however, round the clock vigils are no longer a common practice.                
Permission to print: yes  
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Wardner Cemetery, British Columbia                 by Teresa Maser (Waters) Parasynchuk 
Robert (1851-1927) and Elizabeth Ann (1850-1926) Baker Dormer 

Great Great Granddad and Grandma, Robert and Elizabeth Dormer, came to Canada in 1907 from London, 
England.  They came with their daughter and Grandson, Annie Ellen Waters and Alec Dormer Waters, to meet up with 
their son in law.  John Howard Waters came over in 1906.  They settled in Wardner, B.C., a logging town on the 
Kootenay River. 
In 1920 Grandma had a stroke and 6 years later she passed away.  Robert Dormer, 
when he lived in London England, was an Undertaker and Carpenter.  I gather from 
family that he would build a coffin and when he sold it would make another. Both 

Grandparents were probably buried in coffins that Granddad built. 
Granddad also built a beautiful white picket fence around Grandma’s grave 
site. Unfortunately, Grandad got cancer and was in the hospital when 
Grandma died.  He was interred in the Wardner Cemetery beside his wife 8 
months later.   
When Richard and I went to Kikoman, B.C. for a camping trip, I knew a little 
bit about Grandad and Grandma being buried quite close to the area.  We 
went and took a drive.  Under what Richard called a very spooky forest was 
the Wardner Cemetery.  We found the grave site with the picket fence and a 
cross that if held at a certain angle, one could see the words, “Elizabeth Ann Dormer”.   
There was nothing for Granddad.   
I asked Richard if he could do something to remedy this.  
My carpenter husband made two plaques of wood and 
engraved the information for both Grandparents on them.   
Richard  then  put a glass plate on the front and a copper 
roof over the tops. A couple years later (around 2000) we 
went back to Wardner and placed these markers inside 
the white picket fence.  A chain link fence was then placed 
around the entire grave site. 
Robert Dormer’s granddaughter, Ivy Waters McCulloch, claimed 
that Granddad was knighted by Queen Victoria and was given a Victoria Cross. My Great Aunt said she saw it.  I never 
heard him called Sir Robert though!   John Howard (son in law) was in the Westminster Dragoons, but both events are 

evading my research. 
My Dormer and Waters ancestors came to Canada from a fairly comfortable middle class living.  Robert 
built a nice house for him and grandma and was well thought of in the community. I think their time here 
was much different than what they were used to, but their daughter Annie Ellen and John H. Waters had a 

very rough time especially while raising 9 children. They had homesteaded in Coutts, Alberta. 
 The only thing I can say is that both sets of grandparents were here before World War 1 and Canada would 
have been a much better place to live in than Europe.  I thank them with all my heart for taking that step 
and coming to a great country so that my family could have a better life.    Permission granted to print- yes 

 
 

 
 

Jennifer, Teresa and Keith Parasynchuk , 
2nd and  3rd great grandchildren 

            You know you’re a genealogist if, when you watch a movie    

      that has a scene in a cemetery, you’re distracted from  

the plot by trying to transcribe the tombstones. 
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Have You Ever Heard This Name?    By Dianne Ferguson 
My interest in family history began as a teenager when I would ask my grandparents about their childhood. My 
Grandpa told me he had two sisters, Belma and Stella, who had died as children. He knew very little about them as 
they were older than he and they both died before he had any memories of them. 

 On a 2009 “Graveyard Tour” we travelled to St. Hilaire, Minnesota where our 
great grandparents had lived and where Grandpa was born. We wanted to find 
the graves of the little girls who had died in 1900 and 1902.  As a Norwegian 
Lutheran family we thought the most likely place to find the graves would be the 
St. Pauli Lutheran Church cemetery several miles out of St. Hilaire. We searched 
this little country cemetery finding several 
ancestors but not the little girls. We roamed 
around another cemetery in the town without 
success. It was getting late in the afternoon and we 

needed to continue our travels to Thief River Falls. As we rounded the corner leaving St. 
Hilaire we pass a pretty little cemetery on the edge of town. Stop the car!! 
There near the trees we found the little sisters buried next to their maternal 
grandmother, Birgit Johnson. Stella Idella Grace died at the age of 3 years from croup. 

Hilma Belma Relaile died at age 7 years of typhoid fever 
and pneumonia (from a news article we found later).  
That evening I called my daughter to tell her I had found 
the most interesting name, Relaile. I had never seen 
this name before and I wasn’t even sure how to 
pronounce it! Where did my great grandmother get 
this name and why did she give this name her child? 
Does it have Norwegian roots as my great grand -

mother was very true to her heritage? She gave all eight of her children three given 
names, a tradition carried on in the naming of my children and grandchildren! 
When my grand-daughter was born, she was named this unusual name that her three 
times great-grandmother had chosen for her daughter, Relaile. Several years later, a 
special moment occurred when a family member gave Relaile the only old family 
photo of baby Hilma Belma Relaile, her namesake. If we had not found this cemetery 
and these graves we would not know the full names of the two sisters nor would my 
grand-daughter carry forward this very beautiful, musical and mysterious name into 
new generations of our family. 

If any readers have information about this name, I would very much like to hear from you at djfretired@gmail.com 
 

Cemetery    Resources  At   M H D GS   library   
By Faye Knoblick 

 

City of Medicine Hat:  Hillside Cemetery (3 binders), lists name, date of burial, location of 

plot and Saamis Prairie View Cemetery (1 binder), also lists name, date of burial and plot location… 

County of Forty Mile:  area west of Medicine Hat (2 binders), name, DOB, DOD and plot… 

Histories of Alberta Cemeteries:  A to Z (6 binders), from Acadia Valley to White Lake, list of names and 

dates in the individual booklets for a specific area… 

Ontario Section:  coil bound binders, all donated by members, for many counties in Ontario, including 

Bruce, Grey, Leeds, Perth, Simcoe, Waterloo etc….quite often paired with Births, Marriages and Deaths… 

Cemetery Binders (total of 5):  compiled by Don Schmidt, Winnipeg, MB (formerly of this area), cover SW 

Alberta/SE Saskatchewan, photographs of churches/cemeteries, list of names, DOB and DOD… 

Databases on Computer:  ‘Area Cemeteries’, member ‘Uwe Krickhahn’s Database’ and the ‘AGS 

Cemetery Database’…..all online for members to use… 

Remember:  A  cemetery  is  a  marble  garden  not  to  be  taken  for  granite! 

mailto:djfretired@gmail.com
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An Adventure That Could ‘Never’ Happen…. BUT It Did.               By Pat Job, Kelowna BC 
 

In the middle of “nowhere” Germany is a small village of about 60 people called Schweinsdorf . 

My neighbor, Betty’s, husband (Ben) grew up in this little town so when she found out we were 

travelling to Rottenburg de Tauber she asked if we would go to Schweinsdorf,  2km away, and 

take some pictures of her mother-in-law’s headstone  in the little churchyard 

who had been buried there 20 years before. 

When we boarded the commuter train for the village the conductor he said he 

would be coming back in about half an hour and could pick us up as there was really nothing to see 

there and no one speaks English.  We walked a short distance towards the 20 

houses that we could see and found the one church and its cemetery.  We soon 

found the grave of Ben’s mother (Mina Scherer) and were taking pictures when an older woman 

and her adult nephew attending to a nearby gravesite heard us speaking English, approached us. 

We explained what we were doing to the nephew who translated it to his aunt.  

Then the town’s oldest lady appeared to see about these strangers.  Again he translated our story 

and her reply. She was so excited that friends of a past resident had come all the way 

from Canada to see her little town. She proceeded to tell us stories about Ben growing up in the town. 

Ben and his mother moved to house number 18 after his Dad was killed in WW2 to live with her sister 

whose husband had also died during the war.  

<-The house still exists and Ben’s cousin, Irwin, still lives in it. 

After we toured the church we walked to the one Gauhaus (pub) and restaurant and met  with the 

people from the cemetery visit and enjoyed brats and sausage. As we got talking the nephew said that 

he and his aunt had been to Calgary back in the 1980s. From there they travelled south to some city 

that had a teepee. I suggested Medicine Hat. He said, “That’s it. “  I said “I grew up in Medicine Hat.” He then said 

they had travelled to a small town N.E. of the city where his aunt had relatives.  He proceeded to 

describe what it was like.  As I listened in shock I knew he had been to Hilda, Alberta   -> where my 

Dad had grown up.  To add to the surprise he talked about going to a country church just north of 

Hilda.  That church was located just across the road from my dad’s farm and as a child my sister and 

I had played in the abandoned building.  That church was later moved to the Medicine Hat 

Stampede grounds and restored. 

So, in this world of seven billion people it was amazing to have met people in a town of about sixty people who had 
been to a town about the same size on the other side of the world…… and to actually meet 
someone who had visited that area where my father’s family homesteaded and family members 
still live. Wow! 
With all the translations back and forth of stories we spent most of 7-8 hours in the little town of 

Schweinsdorf,  Germany and when the train pulled up to the stop, the conductor looked at his 

watch and shook his head in disbelief. . As he did not know much English we were unable to tell 

him of our amazing adventure.  I imagine he is still trying to figure out what we did for so long.  

       This is the experience we most tell about of our entire visit to Europe. It is more memorable than      
                                    Paris, Rome, Venice, especially because it is so unbelievable and so unique of an experience. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Gauhaus 
 

When I was a young person I hated going to weddings. It seemed that all of my aunts 
 and the grandmotherly types used to come up to me and poke me in the ribs and  
cackle, “You’re next.” 
They stopped that after I started doing the same thing at funerals. 
            (Yesterday’s Footprints, Lethbridge.) 
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Newburg Cemetery   by Teresa Parasynchuk 
 

  The Newburg Cemetery, located 2 miles north off of Hwy 515, east of Irvine, AB  

is the  resting place for my Great Grandparents;  Christian (1868 -1940) and 

Katerina Maser(1869-1927)  

 Almost 30 years ago I took a trip out to that area. The first photo shows what it 

looked like then. Grandpa’s stone was a small metal plaque that had his “name, 

that he died in June and his age of 71.”  The glass was broken and not all the 

information remained. Grandma’s marker was a beautiful Iron Cross.  

Unfortunately, after 60 some years the Iron Cross was falling into disrepair and 

the cement block below her cross with her death date, was crumbling.  The 

information that had been in the Iron Cross behind the glass was gone. Beside the iron fence that contained their 

graves, is the grave site of Elizabeth and George Fischer.  

    I got in touch with my cousin Darrell Maser and 

suggested that we should get together and repair the 

cross, the area around the graves and put up a new 

fence. Darrell did all of this.  But he did not stop there.  

Around 2004, he also put up an amazing grave stone 

with all the genealogical information on it for Christian, 

Katherina and their family. The back of the stone has a 

listing of all the 13 children born to them.   A great 

monument to our ancestors, who took that huge step to leave their home in 1889 and come to a strange country so 

we could have a much better life. Thanks ever Darrell! 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

          About 1992 (Teresa, Great Grand Daughter  

             and  Keith, Great, Great Grandson) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 other iron cross fences in the far back 

Corner of the Newburg Cemetery 
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Cemetery Story - Summer of 2018   by Valerie Robertson 
This past summer I became interested in graveyards. My husband and I drove to 
Altona, Manitoba for a paternal Fehr family reunion. While we were there we 
went to visit the Fehr family graveyard approximately 2 
miles out of Altona and where my paternal grandparents, 

Else Gertrude (Streimer) and John Peter Fehr's homestead was originally located to the right of 
the graveyard. That homestead is now gone. There are approximately 50 graves located in this 
graveyard. It has a beautiful wrought iron archway with the Schoneau Graveyard welded at the 
top of it.  
 My uncle, Andrew Klassen, passed away two weeks before we came to Manitoba so after speaking to my Aunt Millie 
(Olfert) Klassen  I was more than a little surprised to learn that there was a  graveyard next to where my maternal 
grandparents, Maria (Penner) and Daniel John Klassen had homesteaded. I had never seen this graveyard and was 
able to see the graves of my both of my maternal grandparents, my Aunts, Sally (Sarah) Dyck, Maria (Mary) Kerr and 
Margaretha (Marge) Hoppe and of course my uncle Andrew Klassen.  The Penner graveyard is approximately 2 miles 
out of Altona as well but you turn at the first left. Sometimes, I wish that my parents had shared their Low German or 
Plausdutch with me so that I could have read the many intriguing verses written on some of the older headstones.  
One thing that I discovered that was true from the childhood stories I had been told, was that my mother, Justina 
(Jesse or Chris) Klassen Fehr could indeed have seen the homestead farm of my father Leonard David Fehr from her 
farm homestead when they were growing up. It was a nice thing to experience about my parent’s lives.  
Both graveyards are now impeccably maintained by the members of the Bergthaler Mennonite Church in Altona, 
Manitoba. As a number of other non-family members were also buried in both of these sites families and the church 
agreed,  the two graveyards were  to be turned over to the church.  

 
Watford Pioneer Cemetery, Watford Ontario                   by Madeline Fischer 

Watford cemetery was originally located about 3 
miles north of the town of Watford. But when it 
deteriorated the town moved the headstones to a 
memorial park created in the town and the land  
was returned to  farm land.. A plaque reads “In 
Remembrance of Watford –Warwick Townships 

Pioneers” was dedicated 
September 20, 1970. 
My great grandfather and mother, Colin and Anne, were buried 
in the original location as were many of their family members. 
The headstones were cemented into both sides of the memorial 
wall. We appreciated the thoughts and efforts 
of the citizens of Watford for preserving in a 
unique way a part of their history which 
otherwise may have been lost. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             

A Scottish woman went to the newspaper office to have the obituary published for her husband.  
The obit’s editor informed her that there is a charge of  $.50 per word. She paused, reflected and said, 
    “Aye…., well then, let it read, ‘Angus Macpherson, died.”      
Amused at the woman’s thrift the editor explained that there was a six word minimum for all obituaries.  
She thought that over for a while and then firmly said, 
   “Aye, well the, let it read… ‘Angus MacPherson, died.  Bagpipes for sale.’ 
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Germans from Russian Wrought Iron Crosses by Melvin Bender 

Germans from Russia grave markers have always been a favourite 
photo subject. Many styles of iron crosses are in my collection, along 
with a few concrete ones. Many Cypress County, Alberta, and a few 
SW Saskatchewan cemeteries have been visited to photograph all 
markers.                                                             
Wrought iron crosses, schmiedeeiserne Kreuze, were used in Black Sea 

 German villages in Russia. The tradition was 
continued in North America. Frequently village 
blacksmiths created common rectangular designs to 
very elaborate ones with colourful blossoms, leaves, 
and doves. Using anvil and forge, crosses were made 
with scrap iron and other metals.  Some are enclosed in 
wooden or metal fences. German  messages   like “Hier 

Ruht I  Frieden” and Bible verses were added. Companies also produced cast iron 
crosses.  
While many will stand as remembrances to loved ones for many, many years, others with glass nameplates 
and silver/white lettering are losing the battle against the elements. Iron crosses are hardly used anymore, 
but thankfully there are still a few metal craftsmen that are keeping the tradition alive.  
   

Resources: Prairie Crosses Prairie Voices, Iron Crosses of the Great Plains Prairie Public Heritage Collection DVD                  
Iron Spirits Nicholas Curchin Vrooman, Patrice Avon Marvin, Editors    Iron Crosses. Sentinels of the Prairie by Jo Ann 
Winistorfer, library.ndsu.edu/grhc/ articles/magazines/articles/winistorfer.html 
 

                     

 
      

   
                  

 

    

 

Blumenfeld Cemetery, Leader, SK. 

 

Roselia Aberle - Schuler, Alberta 

 

Rosina Bauer – Schuler, AB 
 

Roy William Bohnet – 
Hilda, AB 

Sophia Seitz – Wisdom, AB 

Christian Hauser – Hilda, AB 

Rosa Nobel - Thelma, AB 

Sophia Seitz – Wisdom, AB 

Rosina Bauer – Schuler, AB 

George Schettle – Little Plume AB 

Rosalia Aberle, Schuler, AB 

Agatha Miller – Prelate,  SK 
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            Page scanned from Madeline Fischer’s “Welsh/Walsh Ancestors” family history compilation. Permission to print granted 

Burial site of My paternal grandparents and most of the family The 
names were entered in the original records in  grave order. (L-R) 
My brother and I are pointing to the family plots of  Daniel Leo 
(1959), Michael Francis (1956)   Mary Jane Robbins (wife 1944)  
Camilla  Ellen (1918), Edmund Joseph (1918).   

Plot 104 S1/2 Section B 
7 sites were purchased by Michael Francis 
Welsh. Payment of $50 for the plot, $20 for 
perpetual care, $10 first grave opening, 
then $19 for others. 5 sites have been 
used. No headstones were used . 
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Exploring a Cemetery:  Making your visit Count!    
                                                             by Madeline Fischer 

 

1. What is a cemetery?   “A Cemetery is an open –air reference library, a 

statuary park, an art gallery of architectural styles, and a historical museum” 

revealing a history of the past….  

2. What can you learn?: Every cemetery is different: landscape (soil, weather, plant life)   Culture 

(ethnic, political, attitudes, wealth levels, religions, art, etc.) The practice of marking the final resting place 

of a loved one goes back thousands of years. The Egyptian pyramids, the Roman catacombs all preserved the 

history of the dead of the time.  

In the 19th century grave markers reflected the memorials of the ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian 

civilizations. Following WW1 markers became smaller, less elaborate.  Often plain crosses, upright stone 

slabs or metal, carved wood or available materials within the community were used.  Many were decorated 

with, colored stones, glass, symbols and epitaphs relating to the life of the deceased. Iron crosses and 

fences were part of the Germans from Russia cultures. Take time to explore the cemetery’s history before 

or as you visit. 

3. Why visit a cemetery? IF you have the birth /death dates for a person why go to their resting place? Just 

to make sure they are there? Nearby graves may lead you to other family members or friends, There may be 

grave markers for infants that died at birth that you were unaware of. Flowers, signs of someone visiting 

may lead you to new contacts. The cemetery sexton, or caretaker, may know who visits the grave and may 

have information in the office you do not have.   
1. Beginning: Plan the visit. 

      a) Set your goals…….  Why do you want to go to that cemetery?  What are you searching for? Whom?                                                                    

        b) Time Line:  When is the best time to go?   

 Weather--- Spring and fall are usually best times. Winter is not in most areas. Florida in  winter.... yes. 

 Time of day: Consider the shadow possibilities.  Location? 
     I have found that a cloudy or greyish day is the best for clarity. Others say go during the brightest hours. 
If it’s summer the middle of the day may be hot. You may include your own shadow in pictures often without 
wanting it. A too grey a day can be interrupted by rain or make pictures appear too dark. Experiment with your 
camera and your local cemetery before you leave so you know what weather conditions work best for you. 

c) Other Events/ Activities might be happening in the area that you might want to attend…. 

       I.e. family reunion, sports event, concerts, etc. that may affect the availability of contacts. 

     d) How much time do you have to spend visiting the cemetery?   Is it a day trip with just one purpose?     

          Or a part of a longer time? Can you return easily?  Give yourself sufficient time to complete the tasks  you   

         have planned + about that much more  time for unexpected happenings: meeting the perfect  contact, finding more  

       headstones than  expected, searching the cemetery and some for just wandering around ‘getting to know the folks’. 
 

2. Before you leave home tasks:   

           a) Obtain as complete location as you can (map, nearby town, address, roads to travel, land 

description, landmarks) Sources: land, tax, records    

           b) Prepare the data you have on the ancestors you are visiting....  Idea: cards, or small binder of info, 

family page?? I recommend a hardcover three ring binder (zippered is perfect).  Include extra paper, paper 
clips, plastic, for the surprises.   Remember:  it may be windy??, rainy,  etc  
         c) Find out if anyone in your family (or genealogy group) has visited that cemetery………What did they 

find? Is it any help to you? Do you need to go?   YES….. It’s always more meaningful to stand at the resting 

place and the sense of awe of connecting with the place of some of your history is unique when you stand at 

their final resting place. Besides you might discover something that others missed.    

           d) Who lives in the area that you can contact?  If it is a distance (Like Ont.) can that person go with 

you that day?  Make arrangements: emails, phone letters…….. 

         e) History…. What information can you gather about the cemetery? Is it a public or private cemetery? 

When did it begin? Has it been transcribed by a group? Maps? Where can you get that info? Is there a  
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museum, funeral homes, genealogy society, in the area? Addresses? Was there a church connected…. Is it 

still there?  Check for museums, archives, genealogy societies, libraries that might be of help. 

        f) Internet...What information on the internet that may be helpful to have with you????  Do some 

research before you begin your trip rather than while you are on the way. 
 

5. The equipment???    Prepare a box to hold all the “Stuff”……  

      - Copy of your (research) background info , pencils,  erasers,  ruler,  paper clips,  white envelopes,  writing 

paper,  camera soft cloths,  soft brush (soft toothbrush)  a spray bottle of water (refill each time) a mirror, 

bug spray,  tape measure,  garbage bags for trash,  a gardening tool or similar device for clearing away dead 

grass etc…, (Might consider cleaning up your ancestors gravesite if it is in a neglected cemetery)   
  

6. Appropriate  clothing….. for the weather and the location……. It is best to wear good walking shoes, long 

pants, tops that cover and a sun hat. (Also better for protection from scratches, cuts, bugs, sunburns in the summer.) 

(Some cemeteries frown on the wearing of shorts etc so it is wise to have appropriate clothes in your vehicle just in case.) 
 

7. Last but not least……… Pack a lunch, snack and especially water for drinking and photographing      then..... 

Put on your hat and head out to have fun!!! 
 

MAKE YOUR VISIT COUNT….   You’re there at last…..  Observe the rules of cemetery etiquette and the Law:   

    The Alberta Cemetery act and you…. (I imagine other cemeteries have similar laws that you need to heed.)    

        # 76  A person who: willfully:  destroys, damages, or removes a monument, headstone, structure, 

ornament, or tree, shrubs, plants: discharges a firearm except at a military funeral, or disturbs persons 

assembled for the burial of a body, or commits a nuisance in a cemetery is guilty of an offence. 

Penalty: liable for a fine of not less than $500 and not more than $100,000 and or imprisonment for not 

more than 2 yrs. (almost enough to make you want to stay home?…… Just follow common sense etiquette…..) 
 

Some Cemetery Etiquette:  DO NOT’s:  * Sit, stand, walk or lean on or desecrate any headstone.  (Treat 
with utmost respect and care)   Remember they are privately owned outdoor sculptures 
 * Discard litter during your visit. 

 * Remove anything from a grave that you did not put there yourself unless it is obvious litter. 

 * Walk or take pets into the cemetery 

 * Damage or climb fences, trees, shrubs plants (Be careful when cleaning around a grave to gather the weeds   

             and dirt and discard it appropriately.  (I would suggest checking with the caretaker as to rules of self-cleaning) 

 *Play loud music or make loud or a lot of noise (Use soft voices) 

 *Block entrances or park on the grass or walk on gravesites if possible. 

       *Do not interfere with funeral processions (If you are in their area during that time…… Explore elsewhere in   
             the cemetery or go to your vehicle and wait) 

* do not use Shaving Cream, detergents, abrasives, or other cleaning solutions to clean or for rubbings on 

any headstone. Water only to show the inscription for a photo please. 
 

 DO,s: *If possible introduce yourself to the management and explain what you are going to be doing..  

        * Ask if there are any special restrictions for that cemetery. Some cemeteries do not allow visiting or 

photography or what they consider to be “tourist visiting” (Some Cemeteries rules are  due to their beliefs)   

  *Ask for help…. Cemetery records you could use but didn’t know existed etc.  
                 (Edmonton, Red Deer, Medicine Hat –They directed us to the gravesite ---saved a lot of time)  
                     Orillia: brought 1918 records to use etc.  Regret not having taken picture of the originals. 

      * If asked to leave a cemetery do so quietly and promptly. 

*Consider the age and how fragile the headstone. Again- use only water to highlight it. 
    (thin stones, very old sandstone, porous or other soft stone. Up to 19th century most headstones were: sandstone  

      or slate.  19th century: marble and granite.  Late 19th century to present: polished granite or marble, 

           *Obey posted signs and times of operation  

     * Be friendly, courteous and thank those who assist you.  

     * A Thought:   Leave the site better than when you arrived. Pave the way for others 
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3. At last…… You find the gravesite……… (Murphy’s Law kicks in now…… from….. it starts to rain, snow, hail, 
hurricane…… to someone has removed all signs of any headstone because of the deterioration to the stone and 
the new one hasn’t been put in place……. Of course if you had phoned, written or made contact with the 
cemetery before you left home you would have known this……..    Oh well …. Look around…. Maybe there is 
someone else nearby…. 
What might you find:  another name … neighbor.. friend….. unique headstone, history of someone that might be 
connected to your family.   Who knows?   Don’t be quick to give up. Relax and snoop. 
 

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO.?      Our steps for a successful visit……… 
1. While the camera operator plans and takes the best shots, a recorder records ALL the data on the 

headstone exactly as it is presented (Front and Back) and sketches a drawing of it. Time to use the paper 

and pencil. You may want to measure its height etc for interest. Note any particular/ unique markings. Your 

personal comments..... wear, color, text, age of stone, etc. Number the headstone data to match the camera 

shots, if possible. You may never be able to get back to this headstone........Do you have everything it has to offer? 
 

* Remember headstone data may be considered a primary source if “at the time of the event or shortly there 

after it was given by someone who was there.(ie parents of a child) Secondary sources are ones provided by a third 
party not at the event or by memory long after the event. Therefore death information on headstones is 
likely to be more accurate than birth information unless both occurred near the same time.  
2. Consider the surroundings. Does it enhance the background or confuse the scene?. Are there people in the 

scene? Try for an uncluttered view. While there, study the surrounding plots for other data…… Many dates 

at the same time may refer to an epidemic/ disease that have caused your person or others to die….. 

Neighboring data may help you understand census, death records etc when you get home.  If that’s a yes 

take pictures of those headstones too and/or record the data on your collection sheets. 

4. Before you leave take pictures of the entrance gates/ church/ and interesting signs.  

5. Document new sources on the data page… (if you have the details on another record you can transfer this later) 

6. Visit the office if possible to get information from cemetery records that may be available: such as 

burial permits, transportation permit, cemetery deed, coroner reports, or other written records associated 

with the removal of the deceased person from the place of death and finally to the burial place.  (Might 
consider an ‘honorarium’ if the sexton devotes a lot of time helping you…… OR offer to send a copy of your data to the 
cemetery office if they would like one……. Get address details if so.) 

7. Finally, spend a few minutes strolling the cemetery and relax, and reflect on the “Back in the past time” 

you are now enjoying…. Especially in a very old cemetery….. ie: Halifax- the explosion burials.  Pick up trash 

and dispose of it in cemetery waste area. 
 

BEFORE YOU LEAVE.....  What Else?  Did you miss anything ?  Epitaphs? Strange or unusual headstones 

or symbols or ornaments? (One in Plum Creek area with Skull and crossbones…… want to go back and find it and study 

the story of the symbols on that tall headstone of a child.)   If you wonder about it while you’re there you will 
wish you had taken a picture!!! 
 

I hope this has given you a few ideas and a desire to “tramp a Cemetery” Have a wonderful time 
visiting the past and meeting the history that made you and your world what you are.   

May you be blessed by what you learn.     
 

The above article is a compilation of information gathered from study and experiences over at least 20 years and 
thousands of miles of travel. Thank you goes to the many sources and assistance from many people who made it 
possible. I endeavored to combine similar data rather than quote particular authors to reflect the views of “cemetery 
visiting” as discovered by many authors, not just my own.  As well I thank my husband, Archie, for the many miles 
driven, pictures taken, and patience. (and my brother, Ken and wife Elaine Walsh…. Who were a part of many of the 

trips and tramps.)  Madeline Fischer, compiler 
 

    YES “Every family tree has some sap in it.” -Author Unknown 
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  Closing Notes and Thoughts:   “Ideas are like rabbits. You get a couple, learn how to handle 
them’ and pretty soon you have a dozen “. John Steinbeck  
 

                     I have an  idea for the June THEME for Saamis Seeker For the June edition it will be SCHOOLS.       

If I could go back to a place of my research… and remember the SCHOOL… Where would be? Who were the 

teachers? students?, community?  If I could go to a SCHOOL of my ancestors……  Where would it be?   What 

would it be like, who built it, when and why?  How old is it?  If it is no longer used…why not?  What 

happened to it? Was it moved, demolished.      Take your pictures and data and let it multiply into 

something you have pulled out of the rabbit’s hat………….. Send it by email  (genfisch@telus.net) to me by 

the middle of May………..and we will have an exciting newsletter.  
 

An email Received:  In the November 2018 was a short item about TAPS thought to be true but in  reply to 
the asking for verification I received: “ In reading your Saamis Seeker article from Nov. 2018 about the 
origin of ‘Taps’.  Please pass this website on to the author; it might be of interest: 
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/tapping-the-admirable/”      To find out if it is true or not please go to 
this website for the story.             Thanks go to an observant reader:   .Jock Howard, President, AGS 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

The family historian finding that a relative had been sent to the “chair” wrote: 

“At the time of his death John occupied the chair of applied electricity at one of our 

most famous institutions.” From The Sunny Side Of Genealogy 
 

Til next time HAPPY HUNTING…….  Madeline Fischer, editor 
All rights reserved: The articles, stories and any other information in SAAMIS SEEKER is the property of the Medicine Hat and 
District Branch of the Alberta Genealogical Society and the authors of such materials. No reproduction of any kind or part of 
SAAMIS SEEKER without the permission of the MHDGS  Editor of Saamis Seeker is permitted. 

Some think it’s best to grow a family tree one leaf at a time 

—but as with spring you may find that many buds can be produced at the same time 

Botha Cemetery Gate       St Georges parish Cemetery, Irvine,AB         Meota Cemetery Gate SK 

Flowers beside Hillside Gate    Entrance at Mt. Olivet, Detroit Mi            Lebanon – Thelma Cemetery, AB  

mailto:genfisch@telus.net
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/tapping-the-admirable/

